Current-carrying string-loop dynamics is studied in the Kerr spacetimes. With attention concentrated to the axisymmetric motion of string loops around symmetry axis of both black-hole (BH) and naked singularity (NS) spacetimes, it is shown that the resulting motion is governed by the presence of an outer tension barrier and an inner angular momentum barrier that are influenced by the BH or NS spin. We classify the string dynamics according to properties of the energy boundary function (effective potential) for the string loop motion. We have found that for NS there exist new types of energy boundary function, namely those with off-equatorial minima. Conversion of the energy of the string oscillations to the energy of the linear translational motion has been studied. Such a transmutation effect is much more efficient in the NS spacetimes because lack of the event horizon. For BH spacetimes efficiency of the transmutation effect is only weakly spin dependent. Transition from regular to chaotic regime of the string-loop dynamics is examined and used for explanation of the string-loop motion focusing problem. Radial and vertical frequencies of small oscillations of string loops near minima of the effective potential in the equatorial plane are given. These can be related to high-frequency quasi-periodic oscillations observed near black holes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of relativistic current-carrying string loops moving axisymmetrically along the symmetry axis of Kerr or Schwarzschild-de Sitter black holes appeared recently [1, 2] . Tension of such string loops prevents their expansion beyond some radius, while their worldsheet current introduces an angular momentum barrier preventing them from collapsing into the black hole. Such a configuration was also studied in [3, 4] . There is an important possible astrophysical relevance of the currentcarrying string loops [1] as they could in a simplified way represent plasma that exhibits associated string-like behavior via dynamics of the magnetic field lines in the plasma [5, 6] or due to thin isolated flux tubes of plasma that could be described by an one-dimensional string [7] [8] [9] . Motion of electrically charged string loops in combined external gravitational and electromagnetic fields has been recently studied for a Schwarzschild black hole immersed in a homogeneous magnetic field [10] .
It has been proposed in [1] that the current-carrying string loop configuration can be used as a model for jet formation -the chaotic character of the string loop motion enables strong transmutation effect when an oscillatory string-loop motion is transformed into its translational motion with relativistic velocity v ∼ c, even in the Schwarzschild spacetimes [11] . In the Schwarzschild--de Sitter spacetimes, the string loop translational motion is accelerated by the cosmic repulsion behind the so called static radius where the gravitational attraction of the black hole is balanced by the cosmic repulsion [12] [13] [14] , and the motion reaches the velocity of light at the cosmological horizon of the Schwarzschild-de Sitter spacetimes [2, 11] .
Recently, an extensive interest appeared in the research devoted to the Kerr superspinars, hypothetical objects indicated by String Theory [15] . Exterior of a Kerr superspinar is assumed to be described by the Kerr naked singularity spacetime, while its interior is assumed to be determined by an appropriate solution of String Theory, removing the physical singularity and the causality violating region of the Kerr spacetime. The boundary of the superspinar interior is expected to be located at small radius allowing thus for appearance of all the extraordinary physical phenomena of Kerr naked singularity spacetimes [16, 17] related to the regions close to the physical singularity at r = 0, θ = π/2. There are extended studies of accretion phenomena [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , instabilities of test physical fields [24, 25] , optical phenomena [17, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and ultrahigh-energy collisions [21, 22, [31] [32] [33] in the superspinning Kerr geometry. All these studies are based on test particle (photon) or test perfect fluid approach. Therefore, it is important to study properties of the string-loop dynamics since its chaotic nature exhibits some new interesting phenomena characteristic for Kerr naked singularity spacetimes that are not present in dynamics of string loops in the field of Kerr black holes and can be astrophysically relevant.
Here, we investigate dynamics of current-carrying string loops in the field of Kerr naked singularities, generalizing thus the previous work [1] related to the string loops moving in the field of Kerr black holes. We extend also the study of the string loop motion in the Kerr black hole backgrounds and compare the naked singularity and black hole cases. Considering capture, trapping and scattering of circular string loops we identify the role of the spin parameter of the spacetime in the string dynamics. It is well known that even such a very simple
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axisymmetric two-body problem demonstrates apparent chaotic behavior reflected by the so called strange repeller due to the presence of the tension terms in the motion equations [4] . In order to reflect the chaotic character of the string motion, we use the method of Poincare surfaces and determine the basin-boundary separating the space of initial condition due to different asymptotic outcomes of the string-loop motion. We focus attention on the transmutation effect transforming the oscillatory internal energy of the string loops into the kinetic energy of their translational motion [1, 11] , and on properties of the oscillatory motion in vicinity of potential minima where transition from regular to chaotic character of the string loop dynamics occurs.
We study a string loop threaded on to the symmetry axis of the Kerr naked singularity (black hole) chosen to be the y-axis -see Fig. 1 . in [2] . The string loop can oscillate, changing its radius in the x-z plane, while propagating in the y direction. The string loop tension and worldsheet current form barriers governing its dynamics. These barriers are modified by the gravitational field of the Ker naked singularity (black hole) characterized by its mass M and dimensionless spin a. Since the mass parameter determines the distance scale of the spacetime, we focus our attention on the role of the dimensionless spin a in the string loop motion.
II. KERR SPACETIMES
Kerr naked singularities (or exterior of Kerr superspinars) and Kerr black holes are described by the Kerr geometry that is given in the standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates and the geometric units (c = G = 1) in the form
where
a denotes spin and M mass of the spacetimes that fulfill condition a > M in the naked singularity case. The physical singularity is located at the ring r = 0, θ = π/2 that can be well characterized in the so called Kerr-Schild "Cartesian" coordinates that are related to the BoyerLindquist coordinated by the relations x = (r 2 + a 2 ) 1/2 sin θ cos φ − tan −1 a r ,
y = r cos θ.
Contrary to the usual notation, we change axis z ↔ y in accordance with the previous works [1, 2, 11, 34] . Because of the string loop axial symmetry we are interested only in constant φ sections of the whole spacetime; we are free to choose
obtaining coordinate transformation in r, θ (x, y) plane x = r 2 + a 2 sin θ, y = r cos θ.
At the x-y plane, the physical singularity is located at x = ±a and y = 0.
In the following, we put M = 1, i.e., we use dimensionless radial coordinate r and dimensionless spin a. There is no event horizon in the naked singularity spacetimes, in contrast to the Kerr black hole spacetimes (with a < 1) when two event horizons exist. The causality violation region, where g φφ (r, θ) < 0, is determined by the condition
and it is clear immediately that this region is located at some part of the region of negatively valued radial coordinate, i.e. in the region where we ascribe negative (repulsive) gravitational mass to the Kerr spacetime [35] . For Kerr superspinars the extremal surface radius guaranteeing removing of the both causality violating region and the ring singularity reads R 2 (θ) = 0. We consider this extremally limited radius in the following.
III. RELATIVISTIC CURRENT-CARRYING STRINGS LOOP IN AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SPACETIMES
The relativistic description of string motion can be given in terms of a properly chosen action reflecting both the string and spacetime properties and enabling derivation of the equations of motion. We summarize the equations of the string motion in the standard form discussed in [1] . The string worldsheet is described by the spacetime coordinates X α (σ a ) with α = 0, 1, 2, 3 given as functions of two worldsheet coordinates σ a with a = 0, 1 that imply induced metric on the worldsheet in the form
where 2 |a = ∂2/∂a. The string current localized on the worldsheet is described by a scalar field φ(σ a ). Dynamics of the string, inspired by an effective description of superconducting strings representing topological defects occurring in the theory with multiple scalar fields undergoing spontaneous symmetry breaking [36, 37] , is described by the action S with Lagrangian L
where ϕ ,a = j a determines current of the string and µ > 0 reflects the string tension.
Varying the action with respect to the induced metric h ab yields the worldsheet stress-energy tensor density (being of density weight one with respect to worldsheet coordinate transformations)
The contribution from the string tension with µ > 0 has a positive energy density and a negative pressure (tension). The current contribution is traceless, due to the conformal invariance of the action -it can be considered as a 1 + 1 dimensional massless radiation fluid with positive energy density and equal pressure [1] . Any two-dimensional metric is conformally flat metric, i.e., we can write
where η ab is the flat metric and Ω is a worldsheet scalar function. Adopting coordinates σ a = (τ, σ) such that η τ σ = 0 and η τ τ = −η σσ = −1, the conformally flat gauge is equivalent to the conditions
Then the conformal factor is given by
In the conformal gauge, the equation of motion of the scalar field reads
The assumption of axisymmetry implies that the current is independent of σ and j a,σ = 0. Using the scalar field equation of motion we can conclude that the scalar field can be expressed in a linear form with constants j σ and
Introducing new variables
we express the components of the worldsheet stressenergy density Σ ab in the form
The string dynamics depends on the current through the worldsheet stress-energy tensor. The dependence is expressed using the parameters J 2 and ω. The minus sign in the definition of ω is chosen in order to obtain correspondence of positive angular momentum and positive ω. Due to J ↔ −J symmetry in Eqs (19) (20) , we will use only positive J in following calculations, while we use three significant values −1, 0, 1 for the parameter ω characterizing the whole interval ω ∈ −1, 1 .
A. Hamiltonian formulation of string loop dynamics
In the Kerr spacetime we can introduce the locally non-rotating frames corresponding to zero-angularmomentum observers (ZAMO), that are co-moving with the spacetime rotation [38] . ZAMO are observing the string loop in coordinates
Now it is clear that relative to ZAMO the string loops do not rotate, and for the string coordinates (21) we can obtain the relationṡ
For the function f (τ ), we obtain
Varying the action with respect to X µ implies equations of motion in the form
where the string loop momenta are defined by the relations
The equations of the motion (25) can be expressed in the form
where a, b are coordinates τ, σ. Using identities
the equations of motion (28) can be rewritten in the form (6) presented in [1] . We can define affine parameter ζ, related to the worldsheet coordinate τ by the transformation
Then the equations of motion (28) take the form
with the four-momentum P µ expressed by the relation
Considering the Hamilton equations
the equations (31) (32) imply the Hamiltonian in the form
where α, β are the spacetime coordinates t, r, θ, φ.
B. Integrals of the motion
The Kerr metric (1) does not depend on coordinates t (stacionarity) and φ (axial symmetry). Such symmetries imply conserved quantities -string energy and axial angular momentum. The string energy E reads
The string loops do not rotate, but have nonzero angular momentum, completely generated by the current on the string. The axial component of the angular momentum reads
From equations (19) (20) we clearly see that ω = −1 represents string loops with negative axial angular momentum L < 0, ω = 0 represents the string loops with L = 0, and ω = +1 represents the string loops with L > 0. The string loops having no scalar field ϕ feel no centrifugal barrier because their angular momentum parameter J = 0 (Nambu-Goto strings) -naturally, they have also L = 0; such situation is different from ω = 0, J = 0 case, where the centrifugal repulsion governed by the non zero J parameter is present. Recall that in the non-rotating Schwarzschild spacetime, the string loop equations of motion are independent of the parameter L [2] . The string dynamics depends on the current J through the worldsheet stress-energy tensor. Using the two constants of motion (35) (36) , we can rewrite the Hamiltonian (34) into the form related to the r and θ momentum components
.
The equations of motion (33) following from the Hamiltonian (37) are very complicated and can be solved only numerically in general case, although there exist analytical solutions for simple cases of the motion in the flat or de Sitter spacetimes [2] .
IV. ENERGY BOUNDARY FUNCTION
It is useful to examine regions allowed for the motion of string loops according to their energy. The loci where the string loops have zero velocity (ṙ = 0,θ = 0) form boundary of the string-loop motion. The boundary energy function can be defined by the relation
implied by the condition H = 0, given by reparameterization invariance of the action (10) . We can make the rescaling E b → E b /µ and J → J/ √ µ, assuming µ > 0. This choice of "units" will not affect energy boundary function and is equivalent to setting the string tension µ = 1 in Eqs (19) (20) , (38) 
The energy boundary function then, in the BoyerLindquist r, θ coordinates, takes the form
where we introduced the function
Clearly, the energy boundary function (39) is not defined in the so called dynamical region, located between the black hole horizons, where
The critical points of the boundary energy function are located where the function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) is not differentiable or its derivative is zero (stationary points). The stationary points are determined by the stationarity conditions
The notation () m corresponds to the derivation with respect to the coordinate m. In order to determine character of the stationary points denoted as (r e , θ e ), we (41), where E b is not defined. For angular momenta small enough (J = 0.1), the repulsive centrifugal barrier is located at the ring x ≤ a, while for angular momentum large enough (J = 1.1), it is located above the ring singularity.
have to consider the stability conditions, giving a maximum or a minimum of the energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a)
Behavior of the energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) in each of the directions r and θ is relevant for the character of the string-loop motion boundary. We first discuss behavior of E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) for the Nambu-Goto strings with J = 0 and then for current-carrying strings with J = 0.
A. Nambu-Goto string loops
We know that due to the transmutation effect, the string-loop maximal acceleration in the y-direction is obtained for small currents J ∼ 0 [11] . It it obvious to examine the motion for the most simplified situationrelativistic string loops with no current J = 0. Energy boundary function E b (r, θ; a) then reduces to the form
The function E b (x, y; a) is plotted for parameters a ∈ {0, 0.99, 1.1} in Fig. 1 (a-c); in these 3D plots we see overall behavior of the function E b (x, y; a) near the origin of coordinates. All three cases merge at large distances.
Here we use the Cartesian (Kerr-Schild) coordinates (7) that are convenient to reflect properly the Kerr spacetime near the physical ring singularity. The critical points of E b (x, y; a) are located at
Point A (top of the horn) is physically forbidden position in the Kerr spacetimes as it corresponds to the Kerr ring singularity, but it can be realized in the field of properly constructed Kerr superspinars (with R = 0), point B (pass between the horn and the wall) exists only for Kerr naked singularities. String loops located at points C (valley between horns) degenerate to have zero radius. At all three points (A, B, C) the string can be at rest; points A an B are unstable against perturbations and point C is stable against perturbations in the x-direction only.
For Nambu-Goto string loops no stable equilibrium positions exist (minima in E b (r, θ; a) function) -this is caused by vanishing of the centrifugal barrier due to J = 0.
B. Current-carrying string loops
In the case J = 0, we have demonstrated pure interplay of the influence of gravity and string tension in the behavior of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; a). For the flat spacetime and nonzero angular momentum J, the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J) takes the form
representing long "valley" along x = J -see [2] . In the case of Kerr geometry, with arbitrary parameters a, J, ω, the E b (x, y; J, ω, a) function demonstrates a complicated form that can be imagined as arising due to mixing of the effects of the string tension and angular momentum J induced by the string current, as in flat spacetime (50) , and the influence of the Kerr spacetime (gravitation) for J = 0 (46). Combination of both effects leads to a very complex behavior of E b (x, y; J, ω, a) especially in the region near the physical ring singularity and becomes to be strongly dependent on the parameter J governing the centrifugal repulsive barrier, and on the spin in the case of the Kerr NS spacetimes.
We express the current-carrying string loop (J > 0) energy boundary function E b also in the Kerr-Schild coordinates x, y (7), when it takes the form
we define the energy boundary function E b (x, y) also for region x ≤ a, y = 0 to be continuously matched at x = a in the case of ω = 1. At the Kerr ring singularity [x, y] = [a, 0], the function is defined as E b (a, 0) = a + J 2 /a, but the limit of the external (x > a) energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) reads
The only essential discontinuity exists at the ring singularity for values of parameters J > 0 and ω ∈ {−1, 0}.
The region x ≤ a, y = 0 is hidden below the outer event horizon for Kerr BH; the discontinuity is important for Kerr NS only, see Fig. 2 .
Behavior of the energy boundary function near the physical ring singularity where the centrifugal barrier is relevant is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (d-f) for small J when the barrier is located at the circle |x| < a (cases e,f, under the ring singularity), and in (g-i) for larger J when the barrier is above the ring singularity (case h,i).
The energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a), given by Eq. (39), is always positive for ω ∈ {0, 1}; however, for ω = −1 there is a region determined by the condition
where string loops with negative energy E < 0 can exist, as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . It is useful to relate the states corresponding to the boundary energy function with E < 0 to the ergosphere of the Kerr geometry -we can demonstrate that the string loops with negative energy can exist only inside the ergosphere, see Fig. 3 . The behavior of the energy boundary function E(x, y) far away from the origin of coordinates, where the spacetime is flat, is given by (50) -this case was discussed in [2] and will not be repeated here.
V. EQUILIBRIUM POSITIONS OF STRING LOOPS
In the Kerr spacetimes, the stationary points of the energy boundary function E(r, θ; J, ω, a), governing the equilibrium positions of string loops, can be expressed using Eqs. (42) (43) . The stationary points can be related to the angular momentum parameter J, and sorted into two groups:
• points in equatorial plane, given by the condition
• points off equatorial plane, given by the condition
We define the functions J 2 (e)r (r, θ, ; ω, a), J 2 (e)θ (r, θ; ω, a) governing the stationary points (local extrema) of the energy boundary function by the relations
In equatorial plane, the local extrema of the energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) were previously found in both BH and NS spacetimes [1, 2, 34] -here they will be discussed in detail in section V A; the off-equatorial extrema were observed only in the NS spacetimes [34] , they will be discussed in detail in section V B.
For classification of the string loop dynamics it is crucial, if the constant-energy section of the energy boundary function E = E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) is open to infinity in the y-direction -the string loops can then escape along the y-axis. The necessary energy condition for escaping in the Kerr spacetimes is given by the relation
determined by the minimal energy of string loops at infinity. (Recall that in the asymptotically de Sitter spacetimes the escaping condition is more complex [2] .) If the energy is not sufficiently high, the string loops are captured by the BH, or trapped in some "lake" like region in the BH or NS spacetimes. Using relation (60), we can express condition for escaping string loops by the relation
(e)eq (r; a, ω) (black thick curve) denoting the local extrema of the energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) located in the equatorial plane. We plotted the function J 2 (e)eq (r; a, ω) for characteristic combinations of the parameters a and ω. The dotted curves represent the functions JL1(r; a, ω) and JL2(r; a, ω) determining the regions from which the string loops can escape to the infinity along the y axis. In the shaded regions the string loops are trapped by closed energy boundaries, given by the sections E = E b (x, y; J, ω, a). Note that string loops can be captured by Kerr BH, therefore, we have to exclude such cases from the gray region; for Kerr NS only the trapped states (gray) can exist for all values of the parameter J satisfying condition JL1 < J < JL2, since no capture of string loops by Kerr NS is possible. Hatched are the dynamical regions of the Kerr spacetime. where we define new functions J L1 (with +) and J L2 (with −)
The behavior of the functions J L1 (r; ω, a) and J L2 (r; ω, a) is demonstrated in Fig. 4 .
A. Extrema in the equatorial plane
For small values of J < a, the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a), given by (51) , allows in the region x ≤ a of the equatorial plane (y = 0) a minimum at x = J; moreover, there is its maximum at ring singularity x = a. Such points are for Kerr BH spacetimes located behind the event horizon (41); therefore, we consider them only in the case of Kerr NS spacetimes.
At the region above the ring singularity (x > a) we can examine the local extrema of the energy boundary function E b (r; J, ω, a) using the radial coordinate r instead of the Cartesian coordinate x without loss of generality. In the equatorial plane (y = 0, θ = π/2), equations (56-59) imply that the stationary points are given by the condition
The relevant examples of the behavior of the J points of the energy boundary function E b . Notice that in the Kerr BH case, the behavior of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) and J L1 (r; ω, a), J L2 (r; ω, a) functions is of the same character for all three values of the parameter ω, while significant differences occur in the Kerr NS case.
The local extrema of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) function, given by the condition (J 2 (e)eq ) r = 0, enable us to distinguish maxima and minima of the energy boundary function E b (r; J, ω, a). The local extrema of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) are given for each value of the parameter ω = −1, 0, +1 by a very complex equation mixing the radial coordinate r and the spin a and giving the function a extr (r; ω) separating the regions corresponding to local maxima and minima of the energy boundary function. Therefore, we do not present this equation explicitly here; the results of a numerical treatment are plotted in the a-r plane in Fig. 5 where the function a extr (r; ω) is represented by thick black curves. For completeness, we also give the functions J 2 (extr) (e)eq (a; ω) determing the values of the parameter J at the extremal points J E(min) , J E(max) as a function of the spin parameter a in Fig. 6 .
The behavior of the energy boundary function E b (r; J, ω, a) in the equatorial plane is completely given by the function J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a). We can distinguish three (ω ∈ −1, 0, 1) types of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) function behavior for Kerr BH (see Figs 4(b,c,d) ), while four types are relevant for Kerr NS (see Figs 4(e,f,g,h) . The Kerr NS case with ω = 0 demonstrates two subcases in dependence on the spin parameter a: for 1 < a < a crit , only one minimum of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) function exists, for a > a crit , one minimum and one maximum of the J 2 (e)eq (r; ω, a) function exist. The critical value of the spin a crit reads
At x > a, the string loop equilibrium position closest to the ring singularity (x = a) can be determined from the local extrema of the energy boundary function E b . In the equatorial plane, the marginally unstable (bound) equi- librium position s mb (a; ω) corresponds to the maximum of the energy boundary function E b , and the marginally stable equilibrium position s ms (a; ω) corresponds to the minimum of the E b function. The marginally unstable and marginally stable equilibrium radii of the string loops, s mb and s ms , can be compared to the radii of the marginally bound r mb and marginally stable r ms circular orbits of test particles in the Kerr spacetimes [17, 39] . Radii of all the important orbits are plotted in Fig. 7 , where we use + symbol for direct particle orbits (i.e. corotating with positive angular momentum L > 0), and − for retrograde orbits (counterrotating with L < 0).
For ω = ± 1, radii of the string loop marginally bound equilibria s mb± coincide with radii of the direct or retrograde photon orbits r ph± [40] , while the radii of marginally stable equilibria s ms± are located between the radii of marginally bound equilibria s mb and radii of the marginally stable particle orbits r ms± . Recall that the value ω = 1 represents positive string loop angular momentum L > 0 (36), while ω = −1 corresponds to L < 0, as in the case of test particles. The case ω = 0, with vanishing axial angular momentum (L = 0) has no test particle equivalent -see Fig. 7 .
B. Off-equatorial extrema
For physical problems with spherical symmetry, e.g. the motion of test particles around Schwarzschild BHs, it is meaningless to consider extrema of effective potential off the equatorial plane since the motion is always confined to a central plane. The physical situations related to string loops have axial symmetry only, even if the background is spherically symmetric, so we have to consider also extrema located off the equatorial plane. In fact, such off-equatorial extrema, minima only to be specific, appear in the braneworld spherically symmetric naked singularity spacetimes [34] . To find (r, θ) position of the off-equatorial extrema in the Kerr spacetimes, we have to solve the relation . Unfortunately, the relation (68) implies a very complex function of r and θ coordinates that gives only implicitly the solutions, assuming the parameters ω and a fixed. Analytical formula for location of the off-equatorial extrema has not been found, the solutions are determined by nu- merical methods. Due to the effect of gravitational attraction, the lowest part of the E(x, y; J, ω, a) function is located near the origin of coordinates. The effect of string current J implies that the energy boundary function E b has a "valley" located at x ∼ J for all values of coordinate y.
The maximum of the E b (x, y; J, ω, a) function located at the ring singularity combined with the effect of the angular momentum J barrier that always gives a valley at x ∼ J, imply possibility of the off-equatorial minima. Numerical solutions (plotted in Fig. 8 ) demonstrate that there are no off-equatorial extrema in the case of Kerr BHs (0 < a < 1), while in the case of Kerr NSs (a > 1) only minima can exist. Due to the mirror symmetry of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a), the offequatorial minima always appear in pairs -above and below the equatorial plane. As can be seen from Fig.  8 , the energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) cannot have the off-equatorial minima for all values of θ coordinate; there exist some limiting value θ end (a) < π/2 that can be determined numerically.
In Fig. 9 we demonstrate dependence of the location of the off-equatorial minima on the latitudinal coordinate θ for the string loops with ω = 0 and give the related "lakes" of the constant energy sections of the energy boundary function E = E b (x, y; J, ω, a) governing trapped string loop states extending off the equatorial plane and their transition to states enabled to cross the equatorial plane or to escape to infinity. We have shown in Fig. 9(a) that for small values of the angular momentum J and energy E a closed string motion boundary around the off-equatorial minimum is formed close to the y-axis. If the energy E is increased above 2J (Fig. 9(b) ), the boundary becomes to be opened, allowing the string loop to cross the equatorial plane or escape to infinity. The off-equatorial "lake" pairs can exist for θ < θ end (Fig. 9(c) ), but for θ > θ end they merge forming a "lake" crossing the equatorial plane (Fig. 9(d) ). 
VI. CLASSIFICATION OF THE STRING LOOP DYNAMICS IN THE KERR BH AND KERR NS SPACETIMES A. Black Holes
There are four different types of the behavior of the energy boundary function for the string loop dynamics in the Kerr BH or Schwarzschild spacetimes represented by the characteristic E = const sections of the function E b (r, θ) in dependence on parameters J, ω, a [1] . We can distinguish them according to two properties: possibility of the string loop to escape to infinity in the y-direction, and possibility to collapse to the black hole. A detailed discussion can be found in [2] ; here we shortly summarize the results.
The energy boundary function E b (r, θ; J, ω, a) has two extrema, maximum and minimum, located above the black-hole horizon, if
For J = J E(min) , the energy boundary function E b has an inflex point. For J < J E(min) there are no extrema of the energy boundary function above the horizon. In the Kerr BH case, only the equatorial extrema occur. Using the formulae for the E b (r; J, ω, a) function and denoting the extrema by the relations
we give the extremal values of the boundary energy function in dependence on the string parameter J > J E(min) in Fig. 10 . The oscillatory motion in the x-direction is allowed for string loops with J > J E(min) and energy satisfying the condition E b(min) (J) < E < E b(max) (J). String loops with J < J E(min) , or with E < E b(max)(J) and J > J E(min) , can be captured by the black hole. In the Kerr BH spacetimes, we can distinguish four different types of the behavior of the boundary energy function and the character of the string loop motion; in Figs. 10, 11 we denote them by points numbered by 1 to 4. The first case, J < J L2 , corresponds to no inner and outer boundary -the string loop can be captured by the black hole or escape to infinity. The second case, J L2 < J < J (e)eq , corresponds to the situation with an outer boundary -the string loop must be captured by the black hole. The third case, J (e)eq < J < J L1 , corresponds to the situation when both inner and outer boundary exist -the string loop is trapped in some region forming a potential "lake" around the black hole. The fourth case, J L1 < J, corresponds to an inner boundary -the string loop cannot fall into the black hole but it must escape to infinity.
The main effect of the rotation parameter a on the behavior of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a) in the Kerr BH spacetimes is shifting of the local extrema of the E b function away (ω = −1) or towards (ω = 1) the origin of coordinates, see Fig. 7 . This effect can be observed also in dependence on the value of the J E(min) (a) demonstrated in Fig. 4 . Using the characteristic cases of E-J dependence represented in Fig. 10 , behavior of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a) in the Kerr BH spacetimes can be sorted in the following way reflecting that only quantitative differences occur due to the dependence on the string loop parameter ω and the spacetime spin parameter a. We assume a = 0.99 giving the corresponding loci of the equilibrium string loop states: (a) Schwarzschild BH (a = 0) The minimum of the J 2 (E)e (r) function, J E(min) , corresponds to the marginally stable string loop radius s ms ∼ 4.30, see Fig. 4(a) . Summary of the E-J dependence can be inferred from Fig. 10(a) . 
B. Naked Singularities
For Kerr NS we have found in the previous section more complex behavior of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a), since we have demonstrated existence of the off-equatorial minima and additional minima in the equatorial plane located close to the ring singularity. The off-equatorial minima of the E b (x, y; J, ω, a) function can exist only for small values of parameters J and E (see the case 3d in Figs. 12(b),13) , while the equatorial minima located close to the ring singularity can exist even for E > 2J (see the cases 3a and 3b in Figs. 12(b),13) . Since in the Kerr NS spacetimes no event horizon exists, only collapse to the ring singularity can occur; string loops are usually trapped in closed regions of the E = const sections of the energy boundary function E b (x, y; J, ω, a), or escape to infinity along the y-axis. Characteristic examples of the energy boundary sections E = E b (x, y; J, ω, a) governing the string loop dynamics in the Kerr NS spacetimes are given in Fig. 13 .
Using the characteristic cases of the E-J dependence represented in Fig. 12 , behavior of the energy boundary function E b (x, y) in the Kerr NS spacetimes can be sorted according to the parameters a and ω in following way:
(a) Kerr NS (ω = −1) Function J 2 (E)e (r), determining extrema of the E b (r) function in the equatorial plane, has now two extrema, J E(min) and J E(max) , see Fig. 4 (e). For J < a, the function E b (r) has only a local minimum, corresponding to the lowest value of the string loop energy E. For J < J E(max) , the function E b (r) has a local maximum and minimum in the vicinity of the ring singularity. For J E(max) < J < J E(min) , the function E b has no local extrema, the string loop can obtain lowest possible energy E near the ring singularity. The lowest string loop energy is given by Eq. (52), and can take also negative values, see Fig. 2 . For J > J E(min) , there exist the "standard" extrema of the E b function, observed also in the case of Kerr BH, i.e., a maximum and minimum located close to x ∼ J. Summary of E-J dependence is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) .
(b) Kerr NS (ω = 0, a < a crit ) The local extrema of the E b (x, y; J, ω, a) function are determined by the behavior of the J 2 (E)eq function, which has now only a minimum J E(min) , see Fig. 4(f) . Because for r → 0, there is J 2 (E)eq = 2, the function E b has only one minimum located in vicinity of the ring singularity for type 3a) , or are trapped in closed boundaries ("lakes") formed around minima of the E b (x, y; J, ω, a) function in the equatorial plane (types 1 and 3a-3c), or are trapped out of the equatorial plane (3d) -see Fig. 12 for detailed classification. The "lakes" are approaching the ring singularity in the cases 1, 3a, and partially in the 3b case, while "lakes" completely separated from the ring singularity occur in the cases 3b, 3c and 3d. J < √ 2, while for J > √ 2, an additional maximum of the E b function occurs in the vicinity of the ring singularity. For J > J E(min) , the standard extrema of the E b function exist -a maximum and minimum, located close to x ∼ J. In this particular case, three separated closed areas governing the string loop dynamics occur in the E = E b (x, y) sections -two of them occur near the ring singularity, and the third one close to x ∼ J, see the case 3b in Fig. 13. (c) Kerr NS (ω = 0, a > a crit ) The only differences with respect to the previous case (b) arises in the behavior of the J 2 (E)eq function. Here, a new maximum J E(max) occurs, hence, some extrema of the E b function do not exist for all values of the parameter J. Minimum of the E b function (and the second "lake") located close to the ring singularity disappear for J > J E(max) , while this second "lake" and the "lake" located close to x = J can exist simultaneously only if J E(max) > J E(min) , see Fig. 12 function which has no extrema in this case -for any value of the parameter J, the energy boundary function E b has only one minimum (and the corresponding "lake"), see Fig. 4 (h). Of course, as typical for Kerr NS, there exist the off-equatorial minima and related "lakes" of the constant energy sections for small angular momenta J and energies E, see Fig.  12(d) .
VII. STRING LOOP ACCELERATION AND ASYMPTOTICAL EJECTION SPEED
From the astrophysical point of view, one of the most relevant applications of the axisymmetric string loop motion is the possibility of strong acceleration of the linear translational string loop motion due to the transmutation process in the strong gravity of extremely compact objects that could well mimic acceleration of relativistic jets in Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) and microquasars [1, 11, 34] . Since the Kerr BH and NS spacetimes are asymptotically flat, we first discuss the string loop motion in the flat spacetime that enables clear definition of the acceleration process. The energy of the string loop (38) in the flat spacetime, expressed in the Cartesian coordinates, reads
where dot denotes derivative with respect to the affine parameter ζ. The energy related to the motion in the xand y-directions are given by the relations The functions E b differ significantly near the origin of the coordinates for given cases; we also depict area of the horizon for black holes (gray). The string loop motion is represented for appropriately chosen characteristic cases. Because of the sensitivity of the string loop motion to the initial conditions, we have to compare whole set of trajectories to see the effect of the rotation parameter a. We "shoot" the string loops from some position xs ∼ 25, ys ∈ (0, 13), with current J = 2 and energy E = 25 towards the BH (NS). We continuously change the coordinate ys which serves as an impact parameter and plot the resulting gamma factor; results for different a and ω are given in Fig. 15 .
where x i (x o ) represent the inner (outer) limit of the oscillatory motion. The energy E 0 representing the internal energy of the string loop is minimal when the inner and the outer radii coincide, leading to the relation
that determines the minimal energy necessary for escaping of the string loop to infinity in the Kerr BH or NS spacetimes. Clearly, E x = E 0 and E y are constants of the string loop motion and no transformation between these energy modes is possible in the flat spacetime. However, in strong gravity in vicinity of black holes or naked singularities, the internal kinetic energy of the oscillating string can be transmitted into the kinetic energy of the translational linear motion (or vice versa) due to the chaotic character of the string loop dynamics [1, 11] . In order to get a strong acceleration in the Kerr BH and NS spacetimes, the string loop has to pass the region of strong gravity near the black hole horizon or in vicinity of the naked ring singularity, where the string transmutation effect E x ↔ E y can occur. All energy of the transitional (E y ) energy mode can be transmitted to the oscillatory (E x ) energy mode -oscillations of the string loop in the x-direction and the internal energy of the string will increase maximally in such a situation, while the string will stop moving in the y-direction. However, all energy of the E x mode cannot be transmitted Figure 15 : The asymptotic speed of transmitted string loops given for all three values of the string loop parameter ω and characteristic values of the spacetime spin parameter a. The Lorentz factor γ (vertical axis) is calculated for string loops with energy E = 25 and current J = 2, starting from the rest with different initial position y0 ∈ (0, 13) (horizontal axis) while x0 is calculated from (38) . Gray points correspond to the string loops collapsed to the black hole. Maximal acceleration (75) for this case gives us the limiting gamma factor γmax = 6.25. We show the topical gamma factor that is numerically found in the sample, γtop, and also the efficiency of the transmutation effect, R γ(max)/3 , given by the relative number of accelerations when the final Lorentz factor is larger than γmax/3. into the E y energy mode -there remains inconvertible internal energy of the string, E 0(min) = 2J, being the minimal potential energy hidden in the E x energy mode. The final Lorentz factor of the transitional motion of an accelerated string loop as observed in the asymptotically flat region of the Kerr spacetimes is, due to (72), determined by the relation [1, 11] 
where E is the total energy of the string loop moving with the internal energy E 0 in the y-direction with the velocity corresponding to the Lorentz factor γ. Clearly the maximal Lorentz factor of the transitional motion then reads [11] 
From this equation we see that large ratio of the string loop energy E versus its angular momentum J is needed for ultra-relativistic acceleration. It should be stressed that rotation of the black hole (naked singularity) is not a relevant ingredient of the acceleration of the string loop motion due to the transmutation effect [11] , contrary to the Blandford-Znajek effect [41] usually considered in modeling acceleration of jet-like motion in AGN and microquasars. For energy and angular momentum parameters of a string loop fixed, increasing rotation parameter a causes only slight increase of the energy efficiency of the transmutation process (maximal Lorentz factor) in the Kerr BH in comparison to the Schwarzschild case, but we observe a substantial jump of the energy efficiency after crossing the region of Kerr NS, see Fig. 17 . In Fig. 15 we see that the string loops are accelerated in naked singularity gravitational fields almost to the maximal possible acceleration γ max = 6.25 for the energy E = 25 and angular momentum J = 2. The physical reason for distinction of the transmutations process efficiency in the black hole and naked singularity spacetimes comes from the non-existence of an event horizon in the naked singularity spacetimes, see [34] . The transmutation efficiency is highest at the deepest parts of the gravitational field of black holes or naked singularities. After bouncing at the deepest part of the potential well of a black hole, the string loop crosses the event horizon and is captured by the black hole. On the other hand, string loops are not captured in the field of naked singularities, and can be accelerated to highest velocities. For naked singularities we see in Fig. 15 that the most accelerated string loops with γ top . = 6.2 are starting near the equatorial plane (y s ∈ (0, 5)), however, such string loops are captured in the black hole cases (see Fig. 15 ). The situation of the transitions between the oscillatory motions and the transitional accelerated motion can be properly represented by their distribution in the space of initial states x s − y s -see Figs 18 and 19 The acceleration of the string loops works equally for both cosmic strings that could be remnants of some phase transitions in the early universe [36, 37] , and for plasma Fig. 18 plotted for a = 0, see description there. In the Kerr BH case with string loop parameter ω = −1, we observe significantly extended region of the gray colour, leading to conclusion that the string loop configurations with L < 0, ale less stable and tend to collapse to the Kerr BH more rapidly. In the Kerr NS spacetimes, the region of collapsed trajectories (gray) is substituted by the region of accelerated trajectories.
demonstrating a string-like behavior either due to magnetic field line tubes captured in the plasma [5] , or due to thin flux tubes of plasma that can be effectively described as a one-dimensional string [8, 9] . We can expect that in such situations the relevant physics can be described by the string dynamics instead of much more complex magnetohydrodynamics governing plasma in general situations.
The magnetized plasma string-like structures could be relevant in acceleration of collimated jets observed in accreting astrophysical systems ranging from young stars, stellar mass black holes or neutron stars, to supermassive black holes (or, alternatively, Kerr superspinars) in quasars and active galactic nuclei. As discussed in the pioneering work of Jacobson and Sotiriou [1] , processes with "magnetic" string loops could arise near the equatorial plane of accreting systems and due to the transmutation process of converting the internal string energy to the kinetic energy of their translational motion a stream of string loops moving along the axis could appear representing thus a well collimated jet.
VIII. REGULAR AND CHAOTIC MOTION
Motion of strings is generally a chaotic motion, even in the case of axisymmetric string loops [3, 34] . Nevertheless, in the motion of the string loops can occur, in analogy with the motion of charged test particles [42] [43] [44] , "islands of regularity". We shall discuss the connection of the regular and chaotic motion of string loops in the Kerr BH and NS spacetimes around the stable equilibrium points of the motion. We can demonstrate that transitions from the regular to chaotic motion is of the same character in both black hole and naked singularity spacetimes.
The equilibrium points of the Hamiltonian (37) correspond to the local minima at X α 0 = (r 0 , θ 0 ) of the energy boundary function E b (r, θ) [45] . It is useful to rewrite the Hamiltonian in the form
where we split H into the "dynamical" H D and the "potential" H P parts. Introducing a small parameter << 1, we can rescale coordinates and momenta by the relations
applied for the coordinates α ∈ {r, θ}. We can make polynomial expansion of the Hamiltonian into the Taylor series and express it in separated parts according to the power of
where H k is a homogeneous part of the Hamiltonian of degree k considered for the momentaP α and coordinatesX α . Recall that P α occurs in the quadratic form in (37) and appears in H k only for k ≥ 2. If the string loop is located at a local minimum of the E b (x, y) function, we have H D = 0 and hence H 0 = 0. The local extrema of the E b function, given by (42) (43) , imply also H 1 (X α ) = 0. We can divide (78) by the factor 2 (remember H = 0) expressing the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of the local minimum in the "regular" plus "perturbation" form
If = 0, we arrive to an integrable Hamiltonian
representing two uncoupled harmonic oscillators. This "perturbation" approach corresponds to the linearization of the motion equations (31) (32) in the neighborhood of local minima of the function E b (r, θ).
For the string loop motion represented by coordinates r = r 0 + δr, θ = θ 0 + δθ we obtain the periodic harmonic oscillations determined by the equations
where the locally measured frequencies of the oscillatory motion are given by
According to the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory [45] , a string loop will oscillate in a quasi-periodic motion, if the parameter remains small. As the parameter grows, the condition << 1 becomes violated, the nonlinear parts in the Hamiltonian become stronger, and the string loop enters the nonlinear, chaotic regime of its motion. Increase of non-linearity and chaoticity of a system moving in vicinity of its local stable equilibrium point is caused by increase of its energy. The transition from the regular to the chaotic regime of the motion is the solution to the "focusing" problem of the string loop trajectories discussed in [1] .
We demonstrate successive transfer from the purely regular, periodic motion through quasi-periodic motion to purely chaotic motion of a string loop in Figs. 20,21 . The Poincare surface sections in the phase space and the Fourier transforms of the oscillatory motion in the radial and latitudinal direction clearly represent the transfer to the chaotic motion. Of course, in the entering phase of the motion with lowest energy, the string loop motion is fully regular and periodic and is represented by appropriate Lissajousse figures.
It is convenient to represent the transfer to the chaotic system by an appropriate Lyapunov coefficient. The chaotic systems are sensitive to initial conditions and we can follow two string loop trajectories separated at the initial time t 0 by a small phase-space distance d 0 . As the system evolves, the two orbits will be separated at Figure 21 : Transition from regular to chaotic regime of the string loop motion. We use Poincare sections of the r − pr (θ − p θ )space and the Fourier spectrum of the coordinates r(ζ) (θ(ζ)). The string loop is starting from the point P2 (r0 = rISCO, θ0 = π/2 + 0.02) in the Kerr BH with a = 0.99 with various values of energy E (and current J). The parameter ω is fixed to be ω = 1. Boxed column of figures "regular" (b) and "chaotic" (d) correspond to the cases 9(c),8(c) from [1] . There is no "focusing" of string trajectories in this case, but only increase of chaoticity of the motion. an exponential rate if the motion of the string loops is in the chaotic regime. The Lyapunov exponent [46] λ L = lim
is describing the two orbits separation and hence the measure of chaos. The transition from the regular to the chaotic regime of the string loop motion is clearly visible due to the evolution of the maximal Lyapunov exponent [46] demonstrated in Fig.22 . We clearly see strongly increasing measure of chaos with increasing energy of the moving string loop when some critical energy is crossed. We think that such an effect is genuine to the dynamical systems and we observed it also for the string loops in the spherically symmetric braneworld spacetimes [34] . The transition from the regular to the chaotic regime of the motion is the solution to the "focusing" problem of the string trajectories discussed in [1] . The string trajectories for lower energies appear to be "focused", but this is only the effect of regularity of the system. For larger energies, string loop will be in chaotic regime, and we do not observe any string "focusing", see Figs. 20, 21 and description there.
IX. QUASI-PERIODIC OSCILLATION OF STRING LOOPS
The quasi-periodic character of the motion of string loops trapped in a toroidal space around the equatorial plane of a black hole (naked singularity) suggests another interesting astrophysical application, related to the high-frequency quasi-periodic oscillations (HF QPOs) of X-ray brightness that had been observed in many Galactic Low Mass X-Ray Binaries containing neutron stars [see, e.g., [47] [48] [49] or black holes [see, e.g., [50] [51] [52] . Some of the HF QPOs come in pairs of the upper and lower frequencies (ν U , ν L ) of twin peaks in the Fourier power spectra. Since the peaks of high frequencies are close to the orbital frequency of the marginally stable circular orbit representing the inner edge of Keplerian discs orbiting black holes (or neutron stars), the strong gravity effects have to be relevant in explaining HF QPOs. Usually, the Keplerian orbital and epicyclic (radial and latitudinal) frequencies of geodetical circular motion are assumed in models explaining the HF QPOs in both black hole and neutron star systems [53, 54] . However, neither of the models is able to explain the HF QPOs in all the microquasars [55] . Therefore, it is of some relevance to let the string loop oscillations, characterized by their radial and vertical (latitudinal) frequencies, to enter the play, as these frequencies are comparable to the epicyclic geodetical frequencies, but slightly different, enabling thus some corrections to the predictions of the models based on the geodetical epicyclic frequencies. Of course the frequencies of the string loop oscillations in physical units have to be related to distant observers. For the string loops with ω = 0, the radial and latitudinal oscillatory frequencies take the form The loci where resonances with the ratios 3 : 2 and 2 : 3 of the frequencies ν θ : νr occur are denoted. These could be relevant for explanation of the HF QPOs observed in microquasars [53, 55] . Both fundamental frequencies νr, ν θ and loci of their their resonance ratios are only sightly depending on the Kerr spacetime spin parameter a.
We demonstrate their dependence on the radial coordinate of the equilibrium position of the string loop and on the black hole (naked singularity) spin in Fig. 23 . It is quite interesting that the latitudinal oscillatory frequency of the string loop for Schwarzschild BH (a = 0) equals to the latitudinal frequency of the epicyclic geodetical motion as observed by distant observers -for details see [34] . The radial and latitudinal frequencies of the string loop oscillations and the geodetical epicyclic motion in Kerr spacetimes are different, enabling thus substantial changes of the relation of the frequency ratio for HF QPOs modeled by the string loop motion and the geodetical epicyclic oscillations.
X. CONCLUSIONS
Scalar field ϕ living on the string loops is crucial for creating the centrifugal forces, governed by the angular momentum parameter J, and hence for the existence of stable equilibrium positions. String loop equilibrium positions are located between photon r ph and marginally stable r ms test particle orbits, supporting thus the view of string loop model as a composition of charged particles and the related electromagnetic field [9] .
Contrary to the motion of current-carrying string loops in the spherically symmetric spacetimes that is of a degenerate type, depending on the magnitude of the angular momentum of the string loop J only [2, 11, 34] , in the Kerr spacetimes the situation is more complex, since the string loop motion depends also on the "axial" component of the angular momentum described by the parameter ω. This situation is similar to those related to the test particle motion, see, e.g., [40] , and enlarges substantially the possible signatures of astrophysical effects occurring in the strong gravity in Kerr spacetimes. In the present paper we have focused our study on the phenomena demonstrating clear distinction between the BH and NS spacetimes and on the role of the string loop parameter ω in astrophysically relevant phenomena.
Various types of the string loop dynamics expressed by the constant energy sections of the energy boundary function E = E b (x, y) can be observed in the Kerr BH and Kerr NS spacetimes. Only four different types of the energy boundary sections can exist in the BH spacetimes [1] ; the absence of the horizon in the NS spacetimes leads to new types of energy boundary function sections whose behavior strongly changes the character of the string loop motion: off-equatorial minima and additional equatorial minima located close to the ring singularity arise in this case. Note that string loop oscillations occuring near the off-equatorial minima can serve as an important signature of the Kerr NS spacetimes, enabling clear distinguishing of the Kerr BH spacetimes.
Large string acceleration along the y-axis can occurs only for large E/2J ratios. The transmutational accelerating effect is only slightly depending on the Kerr black hole spin a, but there is clear distinction between BH and NS cases; Kerr NS are definitely better accelerators and the spin dependence is in this case stronger than in the black hole case -region with strong gravity around origin of coordinates is now accessible, see Fig. 17 . Also the role of the string loop parameter ω is clearly demonstrated in our results.
Trajectory "focusing" problem, introduced in [1] , can be clearly explained as an effect of transition from regular to the chaotic regime of motion due to the energy increase. Such transitions are observed in many other dynamical system [42, 44] , and are not a special property of the string loop model. Small string-loop quasi-periodic oscillations around stable equilibrium positions, governed by Eqs (84-85), are potentially relevant to HF QPOs observed in binary systems containing black holes or neutron stars and will be studied in a forthcoming work. Our preliminary results indicate that the HF QPOs observed in the four microquasars discussed in [55] , could be explained by the model of the string loop oscillations due to the role of the additional string loop parameter ω.
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